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Abstract—Android smartphones are providing a lot of interesting shreds of evidence to perform forensic investigation. Android device can provide potential shreds of evidence which include internal and external storage data, shared preferences, internet artifacts, user data, application data and hidden directories etc.[1]. To perform a complete forensic investigation to an android device, the tools available for mobile forensics are highly cost effective. And there are some open source tools which are having limitations i.e., we can read the data in the mobile but we can’t extract the data and to proceed for forensic investigation. The forensic investigators will rely on commercial tools which will analyze the entire device and generate the report which is used for further forensic analysis. In order to perform complete analysis of an android device, a forensic approach is proposed which completely based on a command line tool provided by android developers apart from existing commercial forensic tools in the market. This paper presents a forensic analysis using ADB (Android Debug Bridge) tool, which analyses both volatile, non-volatile and network data of an android device. In general, android stores the data in .sqlite files format. In this paper, a tool DB Browser is used for analysing the .sqlite files of an android device and for capturing the network packets to and from a device, the network tools TepDump and Wireshark is used. The analysis results also present the logs of WhatsApp and facebook applications, which are potential evidences to identify the root cause of the crime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Android operating system is an Open source, Linux-based and Fully-open mobile platform [3]. It is designed for devices like smartphones, tablets etc. Android was initially unveiled in 2007 and the first commercial Android device was launched on September 2008 by GOOGLE [3]. Later on, Google developed Android TV in support of televisions, Android Auto designed for cars and Wear OS on behalf of wrist watches. Each of them is having their own user interface. As the Android OS is an open source, the code developers are allowed to play with the code as per their needs. Presently Android has the largest community of Application Developers writing and developing a number of applications to aid the functionality of the device. Google introduced different versions of Android and named with desserts such as Cupcake, Donut, Eclairs, Froyo, Gingerbread, Honeycomb, Ice Cream Sandwich, Jelly Bean, KitKat, Lollipop, Marshmallow, Nought, Oreo, and the latest Android version is Pie. [4]

The Android platform is mostly composed by using SDK (Software Development Kit). The SDK is a set of tools provided by Google that provides advanced background for creating Android compatible applications. Android applications are written in Java programming language using Application Programming Interface (API). To make an android application a Java source code is developed, compiled and formatted into a bytecode. The renewed code is executed in a virtual machine called Dalvik-VM [5]. Dalvik was designed by Dan Bornstein, which is integrated in the software stack that builds up the Android platform. Dalvik VM is an open source that executes the files in .dex format. The bytecode is translated to Dalvik bytecode and stored in .dex (Dalvik executable) or .odex (optimized Dalvik executable) files with respective bytecode conversions. The dxtool will convert the multiple class files into a.dex format [6]. The Dalvik executables may be customized again when installing onto a mobile device. Dalvik was designed in a way that it permits a device to run multiple instances of the VM efficiently.

Dalvik VM was no longer at runtime in newer Android versions because every aspect of Android OS has been changed moreover Dalvik virtually remains same since day one and considered to be slower when compared to renovated versions of Android. So Dalvik was replaced by ART (Android Run Time). ART translates the application's bytecode into native instructions that are later executed by the device's runtime environment. Because of native execution, it uses less CPU usage which results in less battery drain. ART is the fastest runtime than Dalvik VM because ART does ahead-of-compilation which converts Android apk to .odex to improve Application performance [7].

ANDROID SOFTWARE STACK:

The Android software stack comprising applications, an operating system, run-time environment, middleware, services, and libraries. Each layer and the corresponding elements within each layer are integrated to provide the optimal application development and execution environment for mobile devices.
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Location manager: manages location application capabilities.

Notification manager: manages the application that displays alerts and notifications.

APPLICATIONS: Located on the top of the Android software stack and comprised with both native applications and third party applications installed from google playstore.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Mobile forensics is a branch of digital forensics that deals with the recovery of digital evidence or data from a mobile device or any device with both internal memory and communication ability such as PDA’s, smartphones and Tablets etc., [9]

A. Investigative Models in Mobile Forensics:

Investigative Models in Mobile Forensics:

In Mobile Device Forensics, there are three models which are used by the forensic investigators for Data Acquisition and Analysis.

The three models are:

1) CDR Analysis
2) Data Recovery and
3) Third party Application Analysis

In CDR analysis the call data records of a suspected device are analyzed. It’s a basic approach to perform mobile device analysis to investigate the crime.

In Data recovery model, we can recover the deleted data along with the data that is present in the mobile to perform the investigation related to particular crime.

In Third party Application Analysis the data regarding any particular app is analyzed i.e., user created data to investigate the crime.

To perform any of this approach on a mobile device the forensic investigators need to depend on commercial tools which generate an automated analysis and report.

Mobile Forensic Process:

The mobile forensic process aims to collect the digital evidence or data from a mobile device and will preserve in a way that avoids damage or tampering of the evidence. To collect the digital evidences from the android devices the android device must be rooted.

Rooting is a process that allows you to attain privileged control i.e., root access of the device. Android uses Linux kernel and rooting the android device gives superuser permissions same as Linux. Rooting is often performed to overcome the limitations of hardware manufactures on the devices. To access the android device with all permissions rooting of the mobile device is must be performed. After rooting the device forensic investigators collect evidences from the device using forensic tools. [10]
III. DATA ACQUISITION PROCESS

Figure 2: Work flow for acquiring non-volatile and volatile data from an android device

IV. THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed method of the android device was experimented using android emulator which is in-built virtual device in the software called Android studio provided by Android Developers. To analyse the digital evidences from an android device, the proposed method is divided into three parts.

1) Non-volatile data analysis
2) Volatile data analysis
3) Network artifacts analysis

NON-VOLATILE DATA RESULT ANALYSIS:

- The Initial step to perform the data acquisition is enabling the USB debugging mode in the android device.
- Now connect the mobile to the system via USB cable.
- Now open ADB and execute the command `adb devices` to list the devices attached.
- To perform backup execute the command `adb backup -apk --shared --all -f backup.ab`. On the device its will ask the permission to take the backup, click on Backup my full data.
- Backup of the device is successfully created.

- Now extract the data from .ab file using Android Backup Extractor.
- Open command prompt and run the command `java -jar abe.jar unpack backup.ab mybackup 1234`
- A file is created with the name mybackup. Rename it with .tar extension and extract the files. The data regarding installed apps in the device is retrieved and can be used for further analysis.

Screenshot -1: Executing ADB command to perform backup

Screenshot -2: The backup of the device completed successfully

Screenshot -3: Backup is successfully converted
The extracted appdata contains database files which will store the information of apps in the form of SQLite files. These SQLite files are analysed using a tool called DB Browser. It can be used in a particular third party application analysis also.

Now go to `com.android.providers.settings`\textbackslash open the flattened file. You can see all the Wi-Fi connections that device was connected.

In the same database file you can see attachments listed in the Table. Execute a query select * from attachments. You can see the attachments send or receive in that mail.

Go to `com.yahoo.mobile.client.android.mail`\textbackslash open mailsdk.db file. And execute a query select * from accounts that is listed in Tables. You can see the mail ID that is logged in.

Open ADB and execute the command `adb logcat` to list all the logs related to the running processes on the device.

To list a particular application use the command `adb logcat | findstr “com.example.app”`. In the below image the logs related to whatsapp & facebook.
NETWORK DATA RESULT ANALYSIS:

- Perform tcpdump by executing the command `emulator --tcpdump d:\dump.cap --avd NEXUS_5X_API_27`. As an output a pcap file is created.

- Open the pcap file in the Wireshark to analyze the network packets. Different protocols traffic is captured.

- The Input and Output graph of the network packets captured.

- The HTTP traffic using display filter `http.request.method = "GET"`
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Screenshot -13 The HTTP traffic captured

- The tcpstream with the display filter tcp.stream.eq 13. The URL can be identified loaded in the TCP stream.

Screenshot -14 TCP Stream captured.

- You can also see the Endpoints in the pcap file. The EndPoint is the packets send and received by a specific address. The Geo location of the server of the particular application is listed.
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CONCLUSION

The smartphones have grown, well-liked with user-friendly interface as well as easy to handle. The existing approaches available for the android device forensic investigation are the commercial approaches. The tools used for android forensic analysis are commercial tools which generate a complete report of the device. There are some open source tools which reads only existed data on the phone. We can’t extract or analyze that data using them. This paper proposes an open source approach to perform android device forensic analysis which is based on the backend modules of the android operating system. The open source command line approach proposed in this paper defines the data acquisition of an android device using the backup technique and ADB commands. This method can be validated on any device, but if it comes to a challenge like bypassing the phone lock may be difficult because as the new technologies are rising the security features also updating. The bypassing locks of android devices may change as the android versions are updating and upgrading. The future work to this approach will be the database files acquired from the apps may be encrypted, which can be able to decrypt by using cryptographic algorithms and also working with android new versions and new updates.
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